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On 20 December 1999 the city of Macau became a Special Administrative Region of China
after nearly 450 years of Portuguese administration. Drawing extensively on Portuguese and
other sources, and on interviews with key participants, this book examines the strategies and
policies adopted by the Portuguese government during the negotiations. The study sets these
events in the larger context of Portugal’s retreat from empire, the British experience with Hong
Kong, and changing social and political conditions within Macau. A weak player on the
international stage, Portugal was still able to obtain concessions during the negotiations,
notably in the timing of the retrocession and continuing Portuguese nationality arrangements
for some Macau citizens. Yet the tendency of Portuguese leaders to use the Macau question as
a tool in their domestic political agendas hampered their ability to develop an effective strategy
and left China with the freedom to control the process of negotiation.The first sustained
analysis of the Macau negotiations from the Portuguese perspective, this book will be of
interest to historians, diplomats, and students of international relations.Carmen Amado
Mendes is a professor of international relations at the School of Economics and the lead
researcher on the project titled "An analysis of the 'One Country, Two Systems' formula: The
role of Macau in China's relations with the European Union and the Portuguese Speaking
Countries" at the University of Coimbra, Portugal. She is also a member of the Board of the
European Association for Chinese Studies."Setting Portugal's approach to the Macau question
in the context of broader domestic and international political dilemmas, Mendes provides a
nuanced picture of the institutional inertias, party rivalries, and post-colonial exhaustion that
shaped the entire negotiation process. She shows, paradoxically, that although these factors
weakened Portugal’s position relative to China, this weakness sometimes put Portugal in the
driver's seat at the negotiating table."—Cathryn Clayton, author of Sovereignty at the Edge:
Macau and the Question of Chineseness"Portugal, China and the Macau Negotiations is not
only a very valuable insight into the negotiations on the future of Macau but also a useful guide
to understanding the larger relationship between Portugal and China."—António Costa Lobo,
Portuguese Ambassador to China, 1982–1985"Carmen Mendes gives us a clear and balanced
historical account of the Macau negotiations. We are told that ‘history is an argument without
end’, but this is the first book written not by an actor in the events but by an independent
academic observer. This important book will help considerably in our understanding of China-
Portugal relations."—Jose Duarte de Jesus, Portuguese Ambassador to China, 1993–1997
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negot“The book contributes to our deeper understanding of the internal dynamics of the Sino-
Portuguese negotiations from 1986 to 1999 from the perspectives of the Portuguese. It will
continue to be an indispensable study of Macao’s historical development and P --This text
refers to the hardcover edition.From the Back CoverHistory / China Portugal / International
Relations --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorCarmen Amado Mendes is
a professor of international relations at the School of Economics and the lead researcher on
the project titled “An analysis of the ‘One Country, Two Systems’ formula The role of Macau in
China’s relations with the European Union and the Portuguese Speaking Countries” at the
University of Coimbra, Portugal. She is also a member of the Board of the European
Association for Chinese Studies. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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IntroductionThis book examines how the Portuguese government negotiated the question of
Macau’s retrocession with the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in the 1980s and 1990s—
primarily between 1986 and 1999. As negotiating partners interested in passive settlement,
Portugal and China used Macau as a political showcase. In Portugal, the centre-right Social
Democrat Party (PSD) in power (1985–1995), fierce opponent of the leftist Socialist Party (PS),
was adamant to take advantage of the negotiations with the Chinese to leverage internal
political support. The left’s disorganised decolonisation in Africa and subsequent withdrawal
from East Timor was the catalyst for the PSD’s strategy. The 1974 Carnation Revolution, which
marked the end of colonialism and authoritarian rule, was a bittersweet experience which the
PSD sought to assuage. Meanwhile, the Chinese government saw Macau as part of a bigger
plan for national reunification: a useful tool for summoning Taiwan to its “one country, two
systems” formula.Being a study of foreign policy set in a specific period, the focus is on inter-
state relations during a negotiation process. The PRC’s more powerful position was influential
and a determinant in Portugal’s behaviour and internal decision-making processes. The
dynamics around the nature of the Sino-Portuguese negotiations on Macau’s reversion thus
were framed asymmetrically along the lines of small versus big, weak versus strong.Relations
between states are idealised to be symmetric but influential asymmetries between the parties
often occur.1 Studies on weak state-strong state negotiations, i.e. “negotiations in which the
power resources and capabilities of the two actors are unequal” are relatively rare.2 Besides,
traditional theories of power assume that “power implies benefits in international bargaining”,



and that the stronger state wins over the weaker state.3 This is not always the case, as
strength may be a matter of perception and power is situational.4 Power is not all in
determining the outcome of negotiations: the weak negotiating with the strong may make some
(even if minor) gain.5In theory a stronger power prevails over a weaker power but a weak
power may obtain certain concessions from a great power. It was generally expected that
Portugal would struggle to achieve key objectives in the negotiations over Macau’s reversion to
China. This book argues that Portugal, a small and weak power, did manage to obtain some
important concessions from the PRC. This demonstrates that small powers do have a certain
influence on the outcome of negotiations and may obtain certain concessions from stronger
powers. Then again the fact that Portugal has relatively little international influence does not
mean that it is an insignificant state: it has privileged relations with Portuguese-speaking
countries, for example.6 Moreover, the Chinese leadership, although expecting to be treated
with the respect of a great power, always professed a belief in equality and fair play in
negotiations.7This book argues that a weak power may obtain concessions from a strong
power for two main reasons: the weaker power may have a veto power, and the stronger power
may commit a faux pas. The Portuguese government had a veto that it could use during the
negotiations with China—to threaten to abandon Macau and refuse to negotiate. If the
Portuguese left Macau before the end of the negotiations and did not respect a date settled by
the two countries, the Chinese Communist Party’s policy of national reunification would have
been seriously damaged and the application of the “one country, two systems” model to Taiwan
would have become more problematic. The PRC wanted to avoid this at all costs and therefore,
would make concessions to the Portuguese government because of this potential veto.
Moreover, China committed an error of judgment by underestimating Portugal. Due to
differences in power between the two countries, the PRC was convinced that after the Hong
Kong reversion, Macau would be an easy negotiation. The Portuguese government, however,
did not concede some of its positions, pushing China to more intermediate decisions and to
some concessions.The outcome of the negotiations included two major concessions by the
Chinese. The first was the date of the Macau handover. The PRC wanted it to be simultaneous
with the Hong Kong handover, whereas Portugal preferred to keep Macau until the twenty-first
century, possibly to 2007, the date of the 450th anniversary of the Portuguese presence in
Macau. The Portuguese government could not get all it hoped for; the PRC had committed
itself to getting Macau back before the end of the twentieth century. Portugal, nevertheless,
achieved its ultimate aim. The Hong Kong and Macau handovers were two and a half years
apart, not simultaneous. China made another concession over the nationality issue. The PRC
agreed to respect Portuguese passports carried by the residents of Macau—albeit described
as “Portuguese travel documents”.The first chapter provides the political background for the
Macau question. It begins with a discussion of Portuguese settlement in Macau from the
sixteenth century until the establishment of Sino-Portuguese relations in 1979, noting that
Macau was one of the obstacles that delayed the establishment of diplomatic relations
between Portugal and the PRC. The 1979 agreement was very important as it established the
principles for future negotiations: the two governments first defined their positions on Macau,
agreeing to not unilaterally change the status quo and that the retrocession of Macau would
only be settled through negotiation. We see that the Portuguese were very confused about how
to deal with Macau—a small enclave without a sense of national identity—and did not develop
a strategy for settlement of the question. When China put the Macau question on the table,
Portuguese diplomats were confused and had no significant expertise on contemporary
Macau, making it very difficult for the Portuguese government to delineate a coherent



negotiating strategy.The second chapter looks at the early period of the Sino-Portuguese
negotiations for the settlement of the Macau question from 1986 to 1987. As previously noted,
Macau’s reversion to mainland China was highly influenced by the process occurring in the
neighbouring colony of Hong Kong. On the one hand, Portugal was concerned that Macau got
comparable treatment to that of Hong Kong but on the other hand, Portugal argued that Hong
Kong and Macau were completely different cases because China had accepted a Portuguese
presence in Macau over centuries and there was no formal time for the return of any part of
Macau to China as was the case with the New Territories of Hong Kong in 1997.The most
contentious issues of the negotiations were the setting of the date for the transfer of
Portuguese administration to the PRC and the future nationality of Macau’s inhabitants. The
Chinese government wanted a simultaneous handover for Hong Kong and Macau and would
not accept a Macau transfer after the end of the twentieth century, whereas the Portuguese
favoured a later date for the transfer as previously mentioned. The automatic imposition before
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) Central Committee of the end of the twentieth century as
the date for reversion of the territory was a Chinese faux pas: knowing that China was under
internal pressure to finish negotiations, Portugal put issues on the negotiating table that the
Chinese had no time to manoeuvre against. A particularly problematic issue was the future
nationality of Macau citizens holding Portuguese passports. The Portuguese government
wanted them to have dual nationality whereas China wanted them to possess Chinese
nationality only, as the Chinese Constitution does not recognise dual citizenship.The next two
chapters look at the Macau transition, which took place from the entry into force of the Sino-
Portuguese Joint Declaration in 1988 to the Macau handover in late 1999. The Portuguese
domestic context and the activities of the two joint commissions created in accordance with the
Joint Declaration, the Sino-Portuguese Joint Liaison Group (JLG) and the Land Group (LG),
are described in Chapter Three along with the three major permanent issues of the transition
period: the localisation of language, civil service, and the law. The localisation of the civil
service consisted of replacing Portuguese functionaries with local staff. This could not be done
without the use of the Chinese language (essentially spoken Cantonese) in the civil service
and at the legislative and judicial levels, as most local staff did not have a good command of
Portuguese. The localisation of the law consisted in transforming Portuguese laws that were in
force into an officially and practically local form for Macau.Chapter Four discusses some
sensitive issues of the transition period: the inclusion/exclusion in the Macau Basic Law of the
provisions of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as well as the
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the construction of the Macau
International Airport, and issues surrounding the future and the existing funds of the Orient
Foundation. The Portuguese made several mistakes when negotiating these issues. They
should have negotiated the extension of the covenants to Macau during the Joint Declaration
negotiations, as the United Kingdom did with Hong Kong, instead of leaving the matter to be
resolved in the transition period. In the case of the Orient Foundation, the delay in agreeing to
discuss the issue in the JLG’s meetings and in taking a stand led to a hardening of the Chinese
position and a loss of Portugal’s power. The Portuguese, however, were able to take advantage
of reactions to the Tiananmen incident to better negotiate important concessions in the
construction of the airport.In sum, Portugal employed a low-key, non-confrontational strategy in
the Macau negotiations, allowing China to control the pace of the talks. This consensual
strategy was in part the result of Portugal’s domestic political context. Divisions amongst
political leaders and poorly prepared negotiators resulted in a lack of resolve to get the best
benefits for Macau and for Portugal. Diplomats were poorly trained as a result of the



institutional organization of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs: the shortage of human resources
does not allow a permanent specialization on specific issues or regions and a serious
preparation before the start of a new post. Diplomats usually move to a completely different
country just when they are gathering expertise on their post. The result was the absence of
experienced and prepared negotiators and the lack of a specialised department on Macau.On
the political side, the Portuguese took positions that limited the possibility for developing their
own strategy for Macau upon China. The question over Macau’s future status was greatly
complicated by conflicts in Portugal over responsibility for negotiating with China. Due to the
double tutelage system, negotiators received from the government contradictory orders to
those given by the president to the governor. Basically Lisbon tried to ensure that Macau’s
treatment was not worse than that of Hong Kong. Despite this, Portugal managed to extract
some concessions in the negotiation process based upon China’s worries about their
international image and Taiwan. After the withdrawal, Portugal generally expunged Macau from
its political agenda, unlike the UK, which retained a presence in Hong Kong after handover of
the colony in 1997.

1 The Ambiguity over the Future of MacauLong before the negotiations about the future of
Macau started, a cloud of precariousness hovered for a number of centuries over Portugal’s
presence in a small peninsula, offset by fluctuations in Chinese power. It was probably out of
sheer short-sightedness that Portugal did not legitimise its presence in Macau, believing that
the friendly relations it enjoyed with China would remain in the long run despite its fragile
presence in the territory. In more recent times, a notion of historical shared sovereignty1 and
the vaguely worded Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration of 1987 meant that Portugal and the
PRC accepted the principle that both had jurisdictional rights in Macau.2 This scenario served
to reinforce Portugal’s undetermined position in Macau.The Portuguese established
themselves in Macau during the sixteenth century and remained there for four centuries
through shared sovereignty.3 From the first Portuguese settlement until the signature of the
Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration in 1987, Portugal conformed to the rules imposed by China
with a few exceptions. One occurred in 1783 when Portugal declared the right of sovereignty
over Macau with both countries sharing equal sovereignty over the territory. Then in 1849,
Governor Ferreira do Amaral succeeded imposing de facto Portuguese sovereignty over the
territory, leaving China with limited powers. However, the 1862 Treaty of Friendship and Trade
that appeared to shift the balance of power in Portugal’s favour faltered. It was never ratified.
Macau legally was not considered Portuguese territory. Territorial legitimacy was based on a
loose system of values, riding on interests of economic and political significance.In 1887 the
two countries signed the Lisbon Protocol and the Treaty of Friendship and Trade, giving
Portugal the same privileges and immunities that a number of other foreign countries enjoyed
within China. This remained the status until 1949, the year that marked the termination of
diplomatic relations with establishment of the PRC. The Portuguese right-wing regime refused
to recognise the legitimacy of the PRC. This situation was bypassed through the establishment
of unofficial channels bridged by Macau Chinese acting as de facto intermediaries.4 It was not
until 1976 that the Portuguese Constitution and the Estatuto Orgânico de Macau (Macau
Organic Law) made decisive changes to Macau’s legal status, defining it as territory under
Portuguese administration. At the same time, China regained some of its powers of sovereignty
over Macau. During the transition period (1988–1999) the two countries shared again a degree
of sovereignty over Macau.5After the establishment of the PRC in 1949, Portugal and China
were bound by mutual interests that both enjoyed in Macau. For the Portuguese, Macau had



symbolic meaning, strategically aligned to myths of imperial prominence and cultural largesse.
Portuguese colonialism was sustained on these grounds. The status quo in Macau subsisted to
pay lip service to Portugal’s past world-leading role. On the other hand, rational China, keen to
keep the status quo in Macau at that time, sought to undermine Portugal’s administration of the
enclave to facilitate its subservience to the PRC’s will.Historically Macau served as a gateway
of communication with the West; an important commercial hub serving as an outlet for Chinese
goods and an invaluable source of foreign exchange.6 For example, during the Korean War
(1950–1953) the PRC used Macau as a bridge to break the blockade imposed on it by the
West.7 In fact, Macau was de jure administered by Portugal but de facto controlled by China,8
giving the impression that Portugal had nominal status vis-à-vis mainland
China.Decolonisation of the African possessions in 1974 resulted in Portugal’s political system
undergoing significant change. By 1975 the new Portuguese regime had withdrawn entirely
from Africa and East Timor, which had a bearing on how Portugal viewed its role in Macau:
complacent and disinterested. In fact Portugal feared further embarrassment by keeping
Macau, in the context of the decolonisation of its possessions in Africa. Portugal’s nonchalant
attitude annoyed the PRC as it intended to maintain the status quo in Macau—reasoning
based on a number of considerations including the safeguarding of Hong Kong’s stability and
keeping both territories as pathways open to trade and contact with the West.9Finally in 1979 a
new leftist regime in Portugal re-established diplomatic relations with the PRC after a
prolonged stalemate, by signing a secret agreement in which Portugal agreed to accept
China’s sovereignty over Macau. This agreement, known as the Acta Secreta (Secret
Memorandum), was signed simultaneously with the joint communiqué, establishing bilateral
relations. In the Acta Secreta, Portugal accepted China’s view of Macau as “territory under
Portuguese administration”. Portugal also gave China carte blanche to set an appropriate date
for negotiations to settle the status of Macau.Both Portugal and the PRC were aware that a
negotiated settlement of Macau would have to happen eventually but for strategic,
circumstantial and political reasons put it off. This state of denial would finally come to a halt
with China’s growing international predominance beginning in the late 1970s, and the
simultaneous decline of Portugal enhanced by a decolonisation experience in Africa and
ensuing economic crisis at home. This situation carved deep wounds in the Portuguese and
later underpinned Portugal’s modus operandi during the negotiation process of Macau.
Portuguese negotiators knew that they were the weaker partner not just from a psychological
perspective but also economically and politically, dampening their chances at a steadfast
settlement, even though Portugal was determined to secure an honourable withdrawal from
Macau.10The Political Background to the “Macau Question”The Chinese and Portuguese both
hail back to historical greatness in constructing their world views. We need to learn how a
degree of ambiguity came to exist around the status of the territory, beginning with the arrival
of the Portuguese, and how this status was partially resolved in the late nineteenth century. We
also must remember that the status of Macau remained unclear when compared to
neighbouring Hong Kong vis-à-vis powers of administration conferred on the UK. Moreover,
both Macau and Hong Kong were cases of retrocession, and not decolonization. Conceptually,
by retrocession we mean situations in which the administering power withdraws but the
enclave does not have the right to self-determination, while citizens of decolonized territories
can decide upon their future through vote. This section will present other cases of retrocession
experienced by China, providing an historical context to understand the case of Macau.The
year 1513 most likely marked the arrival of Portuguese sailors at the Zhu (Pearl) River estuary,
and the beginning of a system of fruitful exchanges with the mainland. After a period of



defiance faced by a Portuguese mission who aspired to meet the Chinese emperor, a meeting
was eventually allowed. Occurring in Beijing in 1520, the meeting was doomed at the outset
due to the emperor’s sense of indignation, arising from a letter written by the Portuguese king,
interpreted as discourteous due to its assumption of equal treatment. According to the Chinese
emperor, the Portuguese king could by no means be considered an “equal”. From his
standpoint there could be no other authority superior than the emperor himself. In 1522,
another attempt on the part of the Portuguese to establish relations with China failed. A
number of attacks on the Portuguese fleet followed. The Portuguese king immediately
suspended official missions to China, even though on the ground the reality was different.
Trade relations between Portuguese and Chinese merchants flourished unabated.11When the
Ming dynasty cut off trade with Japan in 1523, the traffic of smuggled goods grew with
Portuguese sailors acting as middlemen between Chinese and Japanese traders. The
Portuguese acted as middlemen in most business interactions, where Chinese silk and
Japanese copper and silver were concerned, which they sold interchangeably between the two
countries. These transactions were highly lucrative for the Portuguese as well as Chinese and
Japanese merchants. Chinese authorities turned a blind eye to this well-established illegal
maritime trade.12At first, these commercial transactions occurred at sea, but with the
permanent growing settlement of Portuguese merchants in a number of locations in the Zhu
(Pearl) River delta, business exchanges moved inland, fostering trade and tenure. Due to its
strategic position, Macau gradually gained favour with the Portuguese merchants who
occupied the enclave. In 1553, the mandarin of Macau authorised the Portuguese to build
provisory tents in order to facilitate business activities. Until then it was customary for the
Portuguese to put up the tents only to secure temporary residence until merchants set sail at
the end of every trading season between the months of November and May. From 1557
onwards the traders erected wooden and stone houses, instituting Portuguese permanent
settlement in Macau.13 Macau evolved rapidly from a small community of traders to a
politically organised society. By 1583, the enclave had a municipal government with a
distinctive administrative model, the Senate Council, later called the Loyal Senate (Leal
Senado).14 Administratively Macau was organised differently from other Portuguese regions,
in that the Senate did not pay foro do chão (ground-rent) to the Portuguese king but to the local
Chinese authorities. Apparently, since 1573 a number of inhabitants in Macau had resorted to
the use of bribes to pay annual rent to Chinese officials, valued at 500 taels (Chinese silver
weight) and custom duties, worth 20,000 taels.15In order to control its borders, China later built
the Porta do Cerco (Barrier Gate), a garrisoned wall along the isthmus, from where Chinese
troops controlled the trans-border flow of people and goods.16 The annual payments of rent
and all boundary delimitations showed both the Portuguese subsidiary position to the Ming
dynasty and China’s tacit acceptance of Macau’s de facto foreign occupation.In 1688, the
Chinese built a customhouse in Macau. This structure was intended to limit the powers of the
Portuguese governor in the enclave.17 Throughout this period, Portuguese settlers were
recognised as informal residents but were not considered legal permanent residents by the
Ming dynasty. This situation persisted until 1783. At that time, the Portuguese administration
began to find the non-permanent status of the Portuguese in the enclave objectionable. This
sentiment deepened after apparent Chinese overtures in Macau. In counter-defence the
Providências Régias (Regal Providences) claimed that the Portuguese had equal or a greater
stake in the sovereignty of Macau. This was done to reinforce Portugal’s jurisdiction in the
territory and hopefully immobilise Chinese advances. The governor used his position of
authority in the Senate to reinforce his powers and to push Chinese advances back. Later in



1822, Macau was given the status of constituent of Portuguese territory under the Portuguese
Constitution.18From the second half of the nineteenth century, foreign powers with interests in
China pressurised the two sides to clarify Macau’s political standing. China and Portugal,
facing international decline at the time, were particularly impressionable to these external
demands. The first “opium war” (1839–1842) broke China’s unprecedented isolation, setting
the tone for negotiations with foreign countries.19 On the back of the Treaty of Nanjing (1842)
and the cession of Hong Kong to the British Crown, China’s grip was loosened in Hong Kong,
facilitating the way for Governor Ferreira do Amaral to declare Portugal’s de facto sovereignty
over Macau in 1849. With this declaration, the Chinese mandarin of Macau lost important
functions and later abandoned the enclave. Subsequently, Macau was declared a free port.
The customhouse of 1688, which was for the Portuguese a symbol of China’s disparate
predominance in the area, was abolished.20In 1862, Portugal signed the first Treaty of
Friendship and Trade with China, an unprecedented attempt to moderate political tensions
between the two sides through the promotion of financial and economic aspects of their
relationship. The Treaty also defined Macau’s political and juridical statute, although it did not
mention the issue of Portuguese sovereignty.21 Moreover, China did not ratify it. For the
Portuguese, having a non-ratified treaty represented a kind of “blessing in disguise”. Without
an official endorsement, the Portuguese could buy time to explore other options and prepare a
more favourable alternative agreement. Pushed by Britain, China negotiated with Portugal
Macau’s cooperation to control the smuggling of opium in the region. Portugal interpreted this
as a relaxation of China’s grip on the enclave. In the face of this apparent weakness, Portugal
launched new demands on China to push it into a new treaty where recognition of Portugal’s
limited sovereignty over Macau would be sought.22China recognised the “perpetual
occupation and government of Macau and its dependencies by Portugal” in Article 2 of the
Lisbon Protocol of March 1887 and reiterated it in Article 2 of the Treaty of Friendship and
Trade signed in Beijing in December 1887 and finally ratified in April 1888. Portugal also stood
to win from a number of privileges conferred on countries to which mainland China gave
preferential treatment. But the definition of Macau’s borders remained unresolved.23The
beginning of the twentieth century marked a new dawn for Portugal and China, with the
establishment of republican regimes in both countries. The Portuguese Republic was founded
in 1910, while the Republic of China followed one year later. This new dawn also brought with it
changes in the context of their relations over Macau. A growing nationalist movement in China
voiced disapproval over the 1887 Treaty of Friendship and Trade, questioning its validity. This
served to strengthen the original position that the mandarins in Beijing and Guangzhou had on
the issue of Macau’s sovereignty, stating vehemently that Macau was Chinese territory under
Portuguese occupation.24These contentions manifested themselves in the unresolved topic of
Macau’s borders. From China’s perspective Portugal’s extraterritorial ambitions had to be
abated whilst Portugal, intent on sustaining the status quo, had concerns about enhancing its
position in the territory.25 After the 1928 Treaty of Nanjing, abolishing Portuguese consular
jurisdiction in Chinese territory, it looked as if China had at last the upper hand in Macau. China
believed that it was closer than ever to realising its aims for Macau.26From the 1920s through
the 1930s, after a prolonged period of granting territory to foreign powers, China enjoyed
renewed confidence with the retrocession of some of these concessions. A number of “unequal
treaties”27 to which China had been subjected in the past compelled it to lease a significant
number of territorial concessions to Britain, France, Germany, Russia and Japan as well as
other countries, enabling them to enjoy privileged positions in China.28 Britain led the pack in
number and influence. During the First World War, the UK had added the Crown colony of



Hong Kong, as well as concessions in Xiamen, Jinjiang, Jiujiang, Hankou and Tianjin. Britain
also dominated the International Settlement of Shanghai and the entire Yangzi valley.29At the
Versailles conference in 1919, following the end of the First World War, China’s attempts failed
at dissolving the system, which held its territories hostage to foreign control.30 Between 1918
and 1920 China became a member of the wider “international society” (as understood by the
“English School” of international relations), by accepting international rules and norms.31
China had hoped to use its new status to leverage international support for its lost territories
through a process of treaty revisions but came to realise that any amendment at this level
required significant bilateral negotiation.32 At home, Chinese sentiment for reversion grew on
the back of an anti-imperialist Chinese nationalism (from 1923 to 1928) reinforcing these
claims. Foreign perpetuators were given the label of “enemies of the Chinese people”.33
Having support internally was an important advantage psychologically but the Chinese would
only reap rewards later.Britain’s role of international protagonist on the world stage appealed to
China’s hunger for power and need to “settle scores” with imperialist Britain. Anti-British
agitation first broke out in Shanghai and the rest of the Chang (Yangzi) River Valley, followed by
an organised strike in the foreign concession of Xiamen. Hong Kong had boycotts by local
Chinese from July 1925 to October 1926. The movement aimed to put an end to foreign
domination.34 These occurrences had a determining effect in the future status quo of the
foreign concessions, beginning with the peaceful retrocession of the Hankou concession to
China.35This wave of pro-Chinese nationalism also reached the British enclave of Weihaiwei
in Shandong, in the 1920s. The Weihaiwei case not only provides an interesting background
for the understanding of retrocession in China, but sheds some light in the importance of Hong
Kong for the British, as it had been leased to Britain by China in 1898, along with the New
Territories of Hong Kong.36 Although the arrangements for the two leaseholds were practically
identical, Britain was far more committed to the New Territories than it was to Weihaiwei. While
the inhabitants of the New Territories were given British citizenship, the subjects of Weihaiwei
remained Chinese citizens: it had been a conscious British decision to differentiate between
the Crown colony of Hong Kong-New Territories and Weihaiwei along citizenship and benefit
lines. In short Britain sought a better stature for the former and, after a protracted negotiation
process, Weihaiwei was redeemed in 1930.37 Fearing an anti-British backlash, the British
were happy to leave the colony, a process that was simplified further as Weihaiwei had in effect
lost much of its value for Britain.38China snubbed the idea of differences between the various
foreign concessions, on grounds that these were of equal importance irrespective of size,
economic or financial stature. They argued that the treaties, into which China was coerced,
were unequal and that the restoration of sovereignty over these foreign concessions was
inevitable. Through progressive negotiation, China succeeded in recovering most concessions
by the early 1930s.39 Hong Kong and Macau would continue under foreign administration.
However, with the capitulation of Japan in 1945, China took a decisive step forward, requesting
that Portugal end consular extraterritoriality in Macau. This meant:the extension of the
jurisdiction of a state behind its borders, implying the existence of certain rights, privileges and
immunities enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of a state within the limits of other state, exempt
from local jurisdiction and exclusively subjected to the laws and judicial administration of the
respective state.40In 1947 Portugal and China held a meeting to discuss Portugal’s
relinquishment of consular jurisdiction. The minutes of the meeting shaped the content of the
notes that resulted in “Portugal renouncing its rights relating to consular jurisdiction in
China”.41 Those notes were meant to mark the culmination of the end of extraterritoriality in
China already experienced by foreign countries.42 During the negotiations both sides resorted



to a process of “give and take”. China decided to abandon a clause relating to the Macau
question in order to lure Portugal to agree with another clause in the agreement that
“Portuguese citizens are subject to the law and jurisdiction of Chinese courts”. Thus, the notes
did not mention the status of sovereignty.43 By the mid-1940s, against the background of a
tenuous civil war on home ground between the Chinese Nationalists and Communists, China
abandoned its claims on Macau for the time being.44The CCP proclaimed the PRC on 1
October 1949. For the next couple of years, China’s focus would remain internal. The PRC
sought to maintain the status quo of Macau and Hong Kong.45 The decision was based on
pragmatism induced primarily by economic motives: it was fundamental to keep the two
enclaves as they stood, i.e. neutral territories, as leverage to break the blockade imposed by
the West while concurrently keeping the Soviet Union at arm’s length.46 It was not until the
mid-1970s that the pending issue of Hong Kong assumed relevance once more. Naturally
Macau assumed relevance in tandem with Hong Kong.The Chinese Communist regime did not
seek to remain completely isolated from international affairs, although it sought to retain some
distance from imperialist and fascist nations. At some point the mainland would be required to
resolve the issue of the remaining foreign concessions. With this in mind, the PRC developed a
strategy, as a “warm up” exercise. To gauge Portuguese receptivity, the PRC made two
attempts to establish diplomatic relations with Portugal: October 1949 and 1954 (after the
Geneva Conference), but António Oliveira Salazar’s regime opposed China’s overtures. This
had a decisive impact on the manner in which the mainland broached the Portuguese in
impending dealings. In 1950 the PRC started to break away slowly from its erstwhile
international isolation, reinforced by the recognition of four North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) members: the UK, Norway, Denmark and the Netherlands. This recognition set the
tone for initiating a paradigm shift in the West, but the stubbornness of the Portuguese dictator
allied with strong pressures within the regime and from the United States prevented this from
happening.47In spite of Portugal’s stance, the PRC did not apply strong pressure to establish
relations with Portugal because the Chinese recognized that they had de facto control over
Macau. The PRC relied increasingly on the traditional associations in the enclave with which it
maintained strong links and through which it exerted influence. An example of this tacit
approach was the use of Macau to obtain Western military equipment during the blockade on
China during the Korean War and to teach Portuguese language and culture to Chinese
officials sent to influence the liberation movements in the Portuguese Africa.48

1 The Ambiguity over the Future of MacauLong before the negotiations about the future of
Macau started, a cloud of precariousness hovered for a number of centuries over Portugal’s
presence in a small peninsula, offset by fluctuations in Chinese power. It was probably out of
sheer short-sightedness that Portugal did not legitimise its presence in Macau, believing that
the friendly relations it enjoyed with China would remain in the long run despite its fragile
presence in the territory. In more recent times, a notion of historical shared sovereignty1 and
the vaguely worded Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration of 1987 meant that Portugal and the
PRC accepted the principle that both had jurisdictional rights in Macau.2 This scenario served
to reinforce Portugal’s undetermined position in Macau.The Portuguese established
themselves in Macau during the sixteenth century and remained there for four centuries
through shared sovereignty.3 From the first Portuguese settlement until the signature of the
Sino-Portuguese Joint Declaration in 1987, Portugal conformed to the rules imposed by China
with a few exceptions. One occurred in 1783 when Portugal declared the right of sovereignty
over Macau with both countries sharing equal sovereignty over the territory. Then in 1849,



Governor Ferreira do Amaral succeeded imposing de facto Portuguese sovereignty over the
territory, leaving China with limited powers. However, the 1862 Treaty of Friendship and Trade
that appeared to shift the balance of power in Portugal’s favour faltered. It was never ratified.
Macau legally was not considered Portuguese territory. Territorial legitimacy was based on a
loose system of values, riding on interests of economic and political significance.In 1887 the
two countries signed the Lisbon Protocol and the Treaty of Friendship and Trade, giving
Portugal the same privileges and immunities that a number of other foreign countries enjoyed
within China. This remained the status until 1949, the year that marked the termination of
diplomatic relations with establishment of the PRC. The Portuguese right-wing regime refused
to recognise the legitimacy of the PRC. This situation was bypassed through the establishment
of unofficial channels bridged by Macau Chinese acting as de facto intermediaries.4 It was not
until 1976 that the Portuguese Constitution and the Estatuto Orgânico de Macau (Macau
Organic Law) made decisive changes to Macau’s legal status, defining it as territory under
Portuguese administration. At the same time, China regained some of its powers of sovereignty
over Macau. During the transition period (1988–1999) the two countries shared again a degree
of sovereignty over Macau.5After the establishment of the PRC in 1949, Portugal and China
were bound by mutual interests that both enjoyed in Macau. For the Portuguese, Macau had
symbolic meaning, strategically aligned to myths of imperial prominence and cultural largesse.
Portuguese colonialism was sustained on these grounds. The status quo in Macau subsisted to
pay lip service to Portugal’s past world-leading role. On the other hand, rational China, keen to
keep the status quo in Macau at that time, sought to undermine Portugal’s administration of the
enclave to facilitate its subservience to the PRC’s will.Historically Macau served as a gateway
of communication with the West; an important commercial hub serving as an outlet for Chinese
goods and an invaluable source of foreign exchange.6 For example, during the Korean War
(1950–1953) the PRC used Macau as a bridge to break the blockade imposed on it by the
West.7 In fact, Macau was de jure administered by Portugal but de facto controlled by China,8
giving the impression that Portugal had nominal status vis-à-vis mainland
China.Decolonisation of the African possessions in 1974 resulted in Portugal’s political system
undergoing significant change. By 1975 the new Portuguese regime had withdrawn entirely
from Africa and East Timor, which had a bearing on how Portugal viewed its role in Macau:
complacent and disinterested. In fact Portugal feared further embarrassment by keeping
Macau, in the context of the decolonisation of its possessions in Africa. Portugal’s nonchalant
attitude annoyed the PRC as it intended to maintain the status quo in Macau—reasoning
based on a number of considerations including the safeguarding of Hong Kong’s stability and
keeping both territories as pathways open to trade and contact with the West.9Finally in 1979 a
new leftist regime in Portugal re-established diplomatic relations with the PRC after a
prolonged stalemate, by signing a secret agreement in which Portugal agreed to accept
China’s sovereignty over Macau. This agreement, known as the Acta Secreta (Secret
Memorandum), was signed simultaneously with the joint communiqué, establishing bilateral
relations. In the Acta Secreta, Portugal accepted China’s view of Macau as “territory under
Portuguese administration”. Portugal also gave China carte blanche to set an appropriate date
for negotiations to settle the status of Macau.Both Portugal and the PRC were aware that a
negotiated settlement of Macau would have to happen eventually but for strategic,
circumstantial and political reasons put it off. This state of denial would finally come to a halt
with China’s growing international predominance beginning in the late 1970s, and the
simultaneous decline of Portugal enhanced by a decolonisation experience in Africa and
ensuing economic crisis at home. This situation carved deep wounds in the Portuguese and



later underpinned Portugal’s modus operandi during the negotiation process of Macau.
Portuguese negotiators knew that they were the weaker partner not just from a psychological
perspective but also economically and politically, dampening their chances at a steadfast
settlement, even though Portugal was determined to secure an honourable withdrawal from
Macau.10The Political Background to the “Macau Question”The Chinese and Portuguese both
hail back to historical greatness in constructing their world views. We need to learn how a
degree of ambiguity came to exist around the status of the territory, beginning with the arrival
of the Portuguese, and how this status was partially resolved in the late nineteenth century. We
also must remember that the status of Macau remained unclear when compared to
neighbouring Hong Kong vis-à-vis powers of administration conferred on the UK. Moreover,
both Macau and Hong Kong were cases of retrocession, and not decolonization. Conceptually,
by retrocession we mean situations in which the administering power withdraws but the
enclave does not have the right to self-determination, while citizens of decolonized territories
can decide upon their future through vote. This section will present other cases of retrocession
experienced by China, providing an historical context to understand the case of Macau.The
year 1513 most likely marked the arrival of Portuguese sailors at the Zhu (Pearl) River estuary,
and the beginning of a system of fruitful exchanges with the mainland. After a period of
defiance faced by a Portuguese mission who aspired to meet the Chinese emperor, a meeting
was eventually allowed. Occurring in Beijing in 1520, the meeting was doomed at the outset
due to the emperor’s sense of indignation, arising from a letter written by the Portuguese king,
interpreted as discourteous due to its assumption of equal treatment. According to the Chinese
emperor, the Portuguese king could by no means be considered an “equal”. From his
standpoint there could be no other authority superior than the emperor himself. In 1522,
another attempt on the part of the Portuguese to establish relations with China failed. A
number of attacks on the Portuguese fleet followed. The Portuguese king immediately
suspended official missions to China, even though on the ground the reality was different.
Trade relations between Portuguese and Chinese merchants flourished unabated.11When the
Ming dynasty cut off trade with Japan in 1523, the traffic of smuggled goods grew with
Portuguese sailors acting as middlemen between Chinese and Japanese traders. The
Portuguese acted as middlemen in most business interactions, where Chinese silk and
Japanese copper and silver were concerned, which they sold interchangeably between the two
countries. These transactions were highly lucrative for the Portuguese as well as Chinese and
Japanese merchants. Chinese authorities turned a blind eye to this well-established illegal
maritime trade.12At first, these commercial transactions occurred at sea, but with the
permanent growing settlement of Portuguese merchants in a number of locations in the Zhu
(Pearl) River delta, business exchanges moved inland, fostering trade and tenure. Due to its
strategic position, Macau gradually gained favour with the Portuguese merchants who
occupied the enclave. In 1553, the mandarin of Macau authorised the Portuguese to build
provisory tents in order to facilitate business activities. Until then it was customary for the
Portuguese to put up the tents only to secure temporary residence until merchants set sail at
the end of every trading season between the months of November and May. From 1557
onwards the traders erected wooden and stone houses, instituting Portuguese permanent
settlement in Macau.13 Macau evolved rapidly from a small community of traders to a
politically organised society. By 1583, the enclave had a municipal government with a
distinctive administrative model, the Senate Council, later called the Loyal Senate (Leal
Senado).14 Administratively Macau was organised differently from other Portuguese regions,
in that the Senate did not pay foro do chão (ground-rent) to the Portuguese king but to the local



Chinese authorities. Apparently, since 1573 a number of inhabitants in Macau had resorted to
the use of bribes to pay annual rent to Chinese officials, valued at 500 taels (Chinese silver
weight) and custom duties, worth 20,000 taels.15In order to control its borders, China later built
the Porta do Cerco (Barrier Gate), a garrisoned wall along the isthmus, from where Chinese
troops controlled the trans-border flow of people and goods.16 The annual payments of rent
and all boundary delimitations showed both the Portuguese subsidiary position to the Ming
dynasty and China’s tacit acceptance of Macau’s de facto foreign occupation.In 1688, the
Chinese built a customhouse in Macau. This structure was intended to limit the powers of the
Portuguese governor in the enclave.17 Throughout this period, Portuguese settlers were
recognised as informal residents but were not considered legal permanent residents by the
Ming dynasty. This situation persisted until 1783. At that time, the Portuguese administration
began to find the non-permanent status of the Portuguese in the enclave objectionable. This
sentiment deepened after apparent Chinese overtures in Macau. In counter-defence the
Providências Régias (Regal Providences) claimed that the Portuguese had equal or a greater
stake in the sovereignty of Macau. This was done to reinforce Portugal’s jurisdiction in the
territory and hopefully immobilise Chinese advances. The governor used his position of
authority in the Senate to reinforce his powers and to push Chinese advances back. Later in
1822, Macau was given the status of constituent of Portuguese territory under the Portuguese
Constitution.18From the second half of the nineteenth century, foreign powers with interests in
China pressurised the two sides to clarify Macau’s political standing. China and Portugal,
facing international decline at the time, were particularly impressionable to these external
demands. The first “opium war” (1839–1842) broke China’s unprecedented isolation, setting
the tone for negotiations with foreign countries.19 On the back of the Treaty of Nanjing (1842)
and the cession of Hong Kong to the British Crown, China’s grip was loosened in Hong Kong,
facilitating the way for Governor Ferreira do Amaral to declare Portugal’s de facto sovereignty
over Macau in 1849. With this declaration, the Chinese mandarin of Macau lost important
functions and later abandoned the enclave. Subsequently, Macau was declared a free port.
The customhouse of 1688, which was for the Portuguese a symbol of China’s disparate
predominance in the area, was abolished.20In 1862, Portugal signed the first Treaty of
Friendship and Trade with China, an unprecedented attempt to moderate political tensions
between the two sides through the promotion of financial and economic aspects of their
relationship. The Treaty also defined Macau’s political and juridical statute, although it did not
mention the issue of Portuguese sovereignty.21 Moreover, China did not ratify it. For the
Portuguese, having a non-ratified treaty represented a kind of “blessing in disguise”. Without
an official endorsement, the Portuguese could buy time to explore other options and prepare a
more favourable alternative agreement. Pushed by Britain, China negotiated with Portugal
Macau’s cooperation to control the smuggling of opium in the region. Portugal interpreted this
as a relaxation of China’s grip on the enclave. In the face of this apparent weakness, Portugal
launched new demands on China to push it into a new treaty where recognition of Portugal’s
limited sovereignty over Macau would be sought.22China recognised the “perpetual
occupation and government of Macau and its dependencies by Portugal” in Article 2 of the
Lisbon Protocol of March 1887 and reiterated it in Article 2 of the Treaty of Friendship and
Trade signed in Beijing in December 1887 and finally ratified in April 1888. Portugal also stood
to win from a number of privileges conferred on countries to which mainland China gave
preferential treatment. But the definition of Macau’s borders remained unresolved.23The
beginning of the twentieth century marked a new dawn for Portugal and China, with the
establishment of republican regimes in both countries. The Portuguese Republic was founded



in 1910, while the Republic of China followed one year later. This new dawn also brought with it
changes in the context of their relations over Macau. A growing nationalist movement in China
voiced disapproval over the 1887 Treaty of Friendship and Trade, questioning its validity. This
served to strengthen the original position that the mandarins in Beijing and Guangzhou had on
the issue of Macau’s sovereignty, stating vehemently that Macau was Chinese territory under
Portuguese occupation.24These contentions manifested themselves in the unresolved topic of
Macau’s borders. From China’s perspective Portugal’s extraterritorial ambitions had to be
abated whilst Portugal, intent on sustaining the status quo, had concerns about enhancing its
position in the territory.25 After the 1928 Treaty of Nanjing, abolishing Portuguese consular
jurisdiction in Chinese territory, it looked as if China had at last the upper hand in Macau. China
believed that it was closer than ever to realising its aims for Macau.26From the 1920s through
the 1930s, after a prolonged period of granting territory to foreign powers, China enjoyed
renewed confidence with the retrocession of some of these concessions. A number of “unequal
treaties”27 to which China had been subjected in the past compelled it to lease a significant
number of territorial concessions to Britain, France, Germany, Russia and Japan as well as
other countries, enabling them to enjoy privileged positions in China.28 Britain led the pack in
number and influence. During the First World War, the UK had added the Crown colony of
Hong Kong, as well as concessions in Xiamen, Jinjiang, Jiujiang, Hankou and Tianjin. Britain
also dominated the International Settlement of Shanghai and the entire Yangzi valley.29At the
Versailles conference in 1919, following the end of the First World War, China’s attempts failed
at dissolving the system, which held its territories hostage to foreign control.30 Between 1918
and 1920 China became a member of the wider “international society” (as understood by the
“English School” of international relations), by accepting international rules and norms.31
China had hoped to use its new status to leverage international support for its lost territories
through a process of treaty revisions but came to realise that any amendment at this level
required significant bilateral negotiation.32 At home, Chinese sentiment for reversion grew on
the back of an anti-imperialist Chinese nationalism (from 1923 to 1928) reinforcing these
claims. Foreign perpetuators were given the label of “enemies of the Chinese people”.33
Having support internally was an important advantage psychologically but the Chinese would
only reap rewards later.Britain’s role of international protagonist on the world stage appealed to
China’s hunger for power and need to “settle scores” with imperialist Britain. Anti-British
agitation first broke out in Shanghai and the rest of the Chang (Yangzi) River Valley, followed by
an organised strike in the foreign concession of Xiamen. Hong Kong had boycotts by local
Chinese from July 1925 to October 1926. The movement aimed to put an end to foreign
domination.34 These occurrences had a determining effect in the future status quo of the
foreign concessions, beginning with the peaceful retrocession of the Hankou concession to
China.35This wave of pro-Chinese nationalism also reached the British enclave of Weihaiwei
in Shandong, in the 1920s. The Weihaiwei case not only provides an interesting background
for the understanding of retrocession in China, but sheds some light in the importance of Hong
Kong for the British, as it had been leased to Britain by China in 1898, along with the New
Territories of Hong Kong.36 Although the arrangements for the two leaseholds were practically
identical, Britain was far more committed to the New Territories than it was to Weihaiwei. While
the inhabitants of the New Territories were given British citizenship, the subjects of Weihaiwei
remained Chinese citizens: it had been a conscious British decision to differentiate between
the Crown colony of Hong Kong-New Territories and Weihaiwei along citizenship and benefit
lines. In short Britain sought a better stature for the former and, after a protracted negotiation
process, Weihaiwei was redeemed in 1930.37 Fearing an anti-British backlash, the British



were happy to leave the colony, a process that was simplified further as Weihaiwei had in effect
lost much of its value for Britain.38China snubbed the idea of differences between the various
foreign concessions, on grounds that these were of equal importance irrespective of size,
economic or financial stature. They argued that the treaties, into which China was coerced,
were unequal and that the restoration of sovereignty over these foreign concessions was
inevitable. Through progressive negotiation, China succeeded in recovering most concessions
by the early 1930s.39 Hong Kong and Macau would continue under foreign administration.
However, with the capitulation of Japan in 1945, China took a decisive step forward, requesting
that Portugal end consular extraterritoriality in Macau. This meant:the extension of the
jurisdiction of a state behind its borders, implying the existence of certain rights, privileges and
immunities enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of a state within the limits of other state, exempt
from local jurisdiction and exclusively subjected to the laws and judicial administration of the
respective state.40In 1947 Portugal and China held a meeting to discuss Portugal’s
relinquishment of consular jurisdiction. The minutes of the meeting shaped the content of the
notes that resulted in “Portugal renouncing its rights relating to consular jurisdiction in
China”.41 Those notes were meant to mark the culmination of the end of extraterritoriality in
China already experienced by foreign countries.42 During the negotiations both sides resorted
to a process of “give and take”. China decided to abandon a clause relating to the Macau
question in order to lure Portugal to agree with another clause in the agreement that
“Portuguese citizens are subject to the law and jurisdiction of Chinese courts”. Thus, the notes
did not mention the status of sovereignty.43 By the mid-1940s, against the background of a
tenuous civil war on home ground between the Chinese Nationalists and Communists, China
abandoned its claims on Macau for the time being.44The CCP proclaimed the PRC on 1
October 1949. For the next couple of years, China’s focus would remain internal. The PRC
sought to maintain the status quo of Macau and Hong Kong.45 The decision was based on
pragmatism induced primarily by economic motives: it was fundamental to keep the two
enclaves as they stood, i.e. neutral territories, as leverage to break the blockade imposed by
the West while concurrently keeping the Soviet Union at arm’s length.46 It was not until the
mid-1970s that the pending issue of Hong Kong assumed relevance once more. Naturally
Macau assumed relevance in tandem with Hong Kong.The Chinese Communist regime did not
seek to remain completely isolated from international affairs, although it sought to retain some
distance from imperialist and fascist nations. At some point the mainland would be required to
resolve the issue of the remaining foreign concessions. With this in mind, the PRC developed a
strategy, as a “warm up” exercise. To gauge Portuguese receptivity, the PRC made two
attempts to establish diplomatic relations with Portugal: October 1949 and 1954 (after the
Geneva Conference), but António Oliveira Salazar’s regime opposed China’s overtures. This
had a decisive impact on the manner in which the mainland broached the Portuguese in
impending dealings. In 1950 the PRC started to break away slowly from its erstwhile
international isolation, reinforced by the recognition of four North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
(NATO) members: the UK, Norway, Denmark and the Netherlands. This recognition set the
tone for initiating a paradigm shift in the West, but the stubbornness of the Portuguese dictator
allied with strong pressures within the regime and from the United States prevented this from
happening.47In spite of Portugal’s stance, the PRC did not apply strong pressure to establish
relations with Portugal because the Chinese recognized that they had de facto control over
Macau. The PRC relied increasingly on the traditional associations in the enclave with which it
maintained strong links and through which it exerted influence. An example of this tacit
approach was the use of Macau to obtain Western military equipment during the blockade on



China during the Korean War and to teach Portuguese language and culture to Chinese
officials sent to influence the liberation movements in the Portuguese Africa.48Throughout the
1940s and 1950s Portugal and the PRC did not have de jure relations, although they
seemingly had good de facto relations. This had a positive overall impact on Macau. Before the
formalisation of diplomatic relations in 1979, the Chinese elite in the enclave de facto managed
affairs. On the other hand, the Portuguese government used political co-option to attract local
elements to the administrative structure, as emissaries. These envoys, responsible for the
exchange of information between Portugal and China, were the most influential political actors
in Macau.49
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